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Command Centres & Smart(er) Buildings 

Value and Productivity Increase for Owners, Tenants and Service Providers  

Smart Infrastructure, Smart City, Smart Building, Smart Home; the UK industrial strategy is 

rapidly developing the smarts for a smart world.  The service sector remains an untapped 

well of inefficiency. The world’s leading companies are looking to exploit this – Microsoft, 

Google, IBM, Fujitsu, Intel but they just do not have a field force where it really counts.  

The Command Centre is the operationalisation of Smart Buildings for building operators; 

both clients operating in a building and their outsourced FM provision.  How we get there is 

tough but with commitment and partnership it is within reach.   

Smarts  

The Smart evolution will move the building unit to higher level in Maslow’s hierarchy; from 

shelter and security to something higher up and possibly into self-actualisation!  Just as we 

have seen the internet and Smart phones enable so much of our lives the building will do it 

next.  Wearables are proving to be awesome in assisting our lives; the next leap forward will 

come from the human interaction with their buildings.  Value is being created and 

opportunity is there for someone who has teams deployed in the built environment every 

day.   

All people will benefit and derive value from Smart Buildings.  This new world will see the 

building and those who operate buildings transfer their position at the lower end of the 

value chain and take the discussion in to board rooms across business and industry.  It will 

move discussions about plant rooms from low level exec concerns to board rooms and the 

attention of CEOs and CFOs.   

Who leads Smart Buildings? 

The runners and riders for smart buildings are many with leading M&E or controls firms out 

in front.  Integrator platforms that rely on this come in an assortment of capabilities as well 

as variable in quality or utility for buildings; in the running we have Pega, GE, Azure or 

Watson with all claiming to be capable of delivering smart buildings.  For these platforms to 

be successful we need to understand the backbone the buildings rely on, the mechanical 

and electrical infrastructure.  This aspect is rapidly becoming the factor to increase value in 

real estate.  The firms that understand this and how to connect assets are essential to 

unlocking the promises. 

• Leaders – Schneider & Honeywell 

• Contenders – Trane, Siemens, IBM, Switch automation, Building IQ 

• Catching up – Johnson Controls, Lucid, Building Robotics, Fujitsu 

These companies are the ones that know how to create a smart building.  Do FM firms want 

to run alongside these or do clients want to deal with firms that do know building 
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operations?  Collectively greater than £10B has been invested by these tech firms to make 

the Smarts.  A couple also exploit it with operationalising it; Schneider and Honeywell have 

24X7 Ops Centres in UK, running real time analytics with complex algorithms.  Amongst the 

services they can perform are early fault recognition with benefits including; 

• Deploy field teams early 

• Reduce headcount 

• Increase uptime 

FM Market 

The FM market is not yet there, and the sales pitch often oversteps the capability today.  

Several players have embryonic offerings but not yet the scale or impact that the trade 

press makes of this sort of thing.  The journey outside of FM core capabilities is long but 

must be started and completed quickly to assure the traditional FM firms of their place in 

the outsourcing market.  Exploiting the Smart Buildings players’ depth of capability and their 

hard won knowledge, skill and infrastructure will ensure rapid development into the world 

of Smarts.  However how do FM or Building owners truly unlock the value?  After all 

Schneider, Honeywell, IBM etc will all expect payment long before the true value has been 

realised. 

Strategy 

Each building, every client and every FM provider must have Smarts at the core of its 

strategy.   That strategy must address all aspects and not focus on traditional metrics or 

delivery means.  This requires a holistic Asset Management 

review of what these buildings are meant to be doing and 

what they could do.  If Smart Buildings are not at the heart 

of your business, you will miss out and the Corporate 

Services or Real Estate functions will not serve their boards 

or occupants to the best of their ability.  

Conclusion - Pathway to Operating Smart Buildings 

If you are a building owner or FM firm there is just enough 

time to lead…. If you start today.  It is unlikely that any of 

the companies who are leaders in Smart Buildings, building 

robotics or building automation want to be you;  for 

example JCI sold GWS to focus on Smart Buildings. These 

firms earn from their field service teams but in the main 

they continue to build revenue from delivering product; increasingly delivering connected 

products. They do not have strategies or infrastructures to start delivering FM services.  

RISK – Building owners buy 

connected services direct 

and task FM.   

CONSEQUENCE for FM: 

reduced revenue and 

margin. 

OPPORTUNITY – Integrate 

Smarts and deploy quickly. 

RISK OR OPPORTUNTIY 


